AAM Competition Oil Cooler Systems
AAM Competition proudly presents the
all-new S-Line and R-Line Oil Cooler
Systems for the Nissan GT-R. These systems have been specifically engineered
to ensure your GT-R stays at peak performance, keeping your oil temperatures
in-check even when pushing the limits.
Crafted with the highest quality components, these oil cooler kits come complete with everything you need to get up
and running.
Cooler is Better
Performance enthusiasts know the importance of keeping their oil temperatures down. Not only does cool oil allow
your motor to perform better and more
consistent under demanding driving
conditions, but it can also prevent serious engine damage, and extend the life
of your engine. Protect what powers you
while gaining an advantage over the
competition!
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AAM Competition GT-R S-Line Oil Cooler Kit

AAM Competition GT-R R-Line Oil Cooling System

The AAM Competition S-Line GT-R Oil Cooler Kit is specifically designed to keep your oil temperature in
check under demanding driving conditions. The larger 33 row Setrab core mounts in the factory oil cooler location, making it a perfect upgrade option for those in search of a direct-fit replacement. The S-Line
Oil Cooler Kit also serves as a cost effective solution when replacing the expensive factory cooler. With
proven oil temperature reductions of 5 – 15 degrees Fahrenheit, the S-Line Oil Cooler is a must-have
for performance enthusiasts. This kit contains everything you need to get up and running, including the
necessary mounting brackets, installation hardware, and fully terminated braided lines.

The AAM Competition R-Line Oil Cooling System is designed to ensure peak performance under extreme driving conditions. Designed to work in tandem with the factory (OEM) GT-R oil cooler, the AAM
Competition R-Line Oil Cooing System is proven to drop oil temperatures by an astonishing 50-90
degrees Fahrenheit with its highly efficient Oil to Water cooling core. This incredible reduction in temperature greatly increases the overall efficiency of the GT-R’s cooling system, resulting in lower engine
temperatures and lower transmission temperatures. Engineered for GT-R owners who want the best performance possible while pushing their car to the limit, the AAM Comeptition R-Line Oil Cooling System is
the most advanced and effective GT-R engine cooling option available.

